
Escape Wife 1191 

Chapter 1191 He Is Threatening Her 

"Mommy..." 

Joseph was somewhat worried and sad. 

When Nicole met his eyes, she suddenly realized she wasn't the only one who felt sad. 

Joseph had to face such a difficult choice at a young age. Now that he said this, it meant that he knew 

Morgan well. 

Nicole quickly suppressed her emotions and whispered, "Do you still think it's better for her to come and 

take a look because she's from the Harper Town?" 

The child truly had a strong attachment to Samuel. 

Joseph nodded slowly, his eyes turning red. 

"Then call her and see what she says." 

Hearing this, Joseph suddenly looked up at Nicole. 

"Mommy, aren't you afraid..." 

"Yes, but I'm more afraid that Samuel would leave us." 

Nicole said in a gentle voice, sorrowful and distressed. 

If something really happened to Samuel, she didn't know if she was brave enough to live alone in the 

world. 

When did she become so attached to him? 

Nicole revealed a bright but slightly dreaded smile. 

She seemed to have seen through everything and decided to let it go. 

Joseph was a little scared. 

He grabbed Nicole's hand and said in a trembling voice, "Mommy, don't leave us." 

Joseph was like a pitiful puppy, asking for the last bit of love. 

Nicole came to her senses and realized how cruel she was. 

How could she be so pessimistic in front of such a young child? 

Joseph was sensitive. He immediately guessed that Nicole wanted to die with Samuel. 

He became more afraid in shock. 

He didn't know what he, Lucas and Zoe could do without parents in their lives. 

Admittedly, there would still be many people around who cared about them, but none of them could 

replace Nicole and Samuel in their minds. 



Nicole held Joseph in her arms, saying in a low voice, "Sorry for making you worry. Call Morgan. As long 

as she can save Samuel, I can give her whatever she wants, even the Green family's property." 

She was quite decisive in saying this. 

Nicole did not know how much money the family had, nor did she find anyone to work out the number. 

She only knew that the asset of one group was enough to support many people for generations, let 

alone the mines in Africa. 

However, she didn't care and was willing to give all the money to anyone who could bring Samuel to life. 

Joseph nodded and went to the balcony with his phone but did not follow what Nicole said. 

The Green family's fortune was enough to make someone lose himself or herself. 

Nicole didn't care, which didn't mean Morgan was the same. 

If she really wanted to do something, she could do lots of things with the property. 

of this, Joseph's eyes lit up and then 

stunned when she received Joseph's 

but had made several calls recently. 

with 

she answer 

hesitating, Joseph called 

turned off the phone directly, but in the end, she sighed, went outside 

"Joseph." 

slightly 

heart trembling with 

"Master, I'm in trouble." 

was straightforward, which 

diligent with great potential. But he seldom turned to her for help. Even if he asked about homework, he 

would get prepared and have discussion with 

him speak in such tone for a long time except for 

Morgan became soft-hearted. 

wrong? A problem 

daddy was 

the tenderness and affection, she didn't know what to say for a 

Samuel was poisoned? 



How could it be? 

Sally use Samuel and Nicole to set up a trap 

was finally her Achilles' 

and her eyes 

Joseph, nor did she know if 

If he knew... 

Morgan's heart ached. 

got emotionally involved this 

betrayal and scheme wrenched at her 

sudden she 

simplest and best way to nip everything in the 

this, she recalled the image of Joseph being good to her, which 

he directly said, "My mommy said that as long as you could save Daddy, she would agree to any 

this, Morgan 

What did this mean? 

didn't conspire with Sally 

a trick 

No! 

It couldn't be! 

Nicole care 

It was Samuel! 

really got poisoned, Nicole would definitely care him more than any other relatives, let alone Sally with 

whom she hadn't been in contact 

what Joseph 

to figure out 

period of studying under Morgan, Joseph knew what to say 

words, Joseph fell silent and waited, as if he were not 

this that Morgan was aware of his anxiousness and 

"What poison?" 



Morgan asked. 

Although he didn't study 

she had brought back from the Harper Town. Some techniques about 

and she considered him as her own child. Therefore, it was acceptable 

penetrate into his internal organs. Now he remains unconscious with a cold body, looking ghastly and 

breathing heavily as if he were enveloped in cold air. Master, I really can't 

words 

was now. 

previously and then 

did you investigate 

a severe or even angry 

he replied slowly, "Master, I'm just doing 

danger at the same time, 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1192 What If I Don't Agree? 

Hearing Morgan's words, Joseph did not say anything. After hanging up the phone call, he came to 

Nicole. 

Nicole was still rubbing Samuel's hands to warm them up, but no matter how hard she rubbed, Samuel 

didn't get warmer at all, as if he was frozen. 

"Mommy, she said she would be here soon. I'll wait outside." 

Joseph's eyes were filled with tears. 

He couldn't see this. It would remind him of his father. 

The man who pretended to be Vincent. 

The guy took Joseph as his real son sometimes, especially when he was dying. 

Joseph had mixed feelings about that. 

He couldn't leave his family in trouble anymore. As long as he could protect his family, he would do 

whatever it took. 

He could feel Morgan's anger and misery in her voice, but he was too anxious to care about her feelings. 

Joseph knew that people might think he was threatening Morgan, but he didn't care. He only hoped that 

there would be no fewer people in his family. 

Before Nicole could say something, Joseph got up and went out. 



Nicole looked at Joseph's back and felt sorry for this child. She always thought that Joseph had put too 

much blame on himself, though he didn't need to do so. 

She was afraid that Joseph would get over-tired, but now she didn't know how to comfort him. 

Since Joseph left, now there were only Samuel and Nicole in the room. 

Nicole was still rubbing Samuel's hands. She didn't feel panicked, but more at ease. 

Even if the road ahead was paved with thorns, she would follow him without any regrets. 

Nicole turned up the heat in the room. 

She could feel the heat on her face, and she was sweaty. However, Samuel was still cold. She was 

immediately struck with sadness. 

Morgan came soon. Nicole didn't know if she lived nearby or if she took a taxi. She was too exhausted to 

think about those things. 

When Joseph saw Morgan, he was calm and called her "Master". 

Lucas was somewhat surprised, and his face was somber. 

Lucas knew that Joseph had doubts about Morgan, but now Joseph asked Morgan to come here, so 

Samuel must be in a bad condition. 

Something suddenly occurred to Lucas and he said, "Joseph, where is my ring?" 

When Lucas took the ring from Zama, he didn't know what was special about it. Lucas gave the ring to 

Trevin when he looked for the ancient book in the Harper Town. Trevin and Nicole beguiled people into 

believing that Trevin betrayed Nicole, and the ring was lost. 

However, no one knew that Joseph had this ring now. 

How did Joseph get the ring? Lucas was the only one who knew what happened. It was Trevin who 

asked someone to give the ring to Joseph. 

brother, and Morgan was from the Harper Town, so Lucas thought that Joseph was the right person to 

keep 

he gave it back to Lucas. But Lucas was too lazy to put it away at 

not an ordinary ring since Zama took it as a family heirloom and gave 

able to see what was special about the ring, but Morgan, who was from the Harper Town, might be able 

was not sure about this, but he would like to take his 

he had to ensure the safety of Samuel 

Lucas thought a lot of at this moment, but when Lucas mentioned the ring, Joseph's only thought was 

that since the ring 

it seemed that Samuel never touched 



ring from his pocket and gave it 

"It's here." 

suddenly contracted, but her face fast recovered 

"This ring..." 

left it to my daddy before she died, but I really 

did not say that the ring was for him, but for 

"Where is he?" 

urgently at this 

not know whether the ring was useful, he now understood why Lucas mentioned the ring on 

wanted, they 

"This way." 

hurriedly led Morgan 

of the living room. Nobody noticed him. Now he seemed to 

what is wrong with 

came here to see Mr. 

was not a secret 

stew. It can help the flow of 

"Yes, Mr. Shaw." 

to do 

talked to himself, "Things still don't go well even in 

shook his head and 

came upstairs with Joseph, she opened the door of Samuel's room and a heat struck at 

a sallow face. It looked like 

the creaking of the door, so she turned around and saw Morgan and Joseph. She moved aside a little, 

making way for them to see 

"Please, Satan King." 

in Nicole's voice 

Sally come back 

'How is that possible?' 



got was not 

so Morgan's 

alone. You all should go out and turn off the surveillance cameras. Nicole, I know that you have doubts 

about me and even don't trust 

cold face and gaze at 

you sure you 

"Yes." 

his 

"Ninety percent." 

Morgan said, Nicole finally breathed a 

get whatever you want as long as you 

offered Morgan a nice 

paused for a while and said, "What if I want to kill 

Chapter 1193 I Am Too Anxious 

Nicole left with Joseph. Before she walked out, she took a glance at Samuel with mixed feeling. 

She wanted to stay and guard Samuel, but Morgan refused. 

Perhaps it was because the unique treatment of the Harper Town could not be known by others. 

But Joseph was Morgan's disciple, anyway. 

And he was her only disciple. Could it be that Joseph was not allowed here, either? 

According to Morgan's behavior, it seemed that no one was allowed here. 

Confused as she was, Nicole was delighted to hear Morgan's words that the chances were ten to one. 

Everything else didn't matter as long as Samuel could recover. 

After leaving the room with Joseph, Nicole followed Morgan's instructions and had the surveillance 

camera removed. 

"Mommy, we could have secretly monitored her. What if she did something to Samuel...?" Lucas 

disagreed. 

Nicole turned to him and whispered, "I don't think Morgan would do that. Anyway, she's Joseph's 

master. Even for the sake of Joseph, she won't go too far." 

Nicole was flattering Joseph. Meanwhile, she was reminding Lucas of Joseph's feelings. 

Joseph's heart wrenched. He was so moved that he could hardly hold back his tears. 

Nicole really treated him as her own child. He swore to himself that he would defend them forever. 



It hit Lucas. He turned to Joseph with embarrassment, "Joseph, sorry. I was just too anxious." 

"Never mind. I see." 

Zoe did not say anything. Ever since she returned from the Cawker's, she had remained quiet. She 

walked over and held Joseph's hand, as if she had made him a promise. 

She promised that she would always be there, never leaving or forsaking. 

Joseph tightened his grip, anxiously waiting with Nicole. 

However, after they walked out of the room, Morgan suddenly knelt down and kowtowed to Samuel 

when she thought the surveillance camera had been removed. 

When she raised her head again, tears had streaked her face. 

"Mr. Samuel! Mr. Samuel!" 

She choked up, but she didn't know what she should say. 

Samuel was still in a coma, but Morgan appeared to be somewhat different. 

She appeared to be respectful and devout. 

She took out a silver needle and directly acupunctured it into the back of Samuel's head. 

Samuel trembled but still remained motionless again. 

pierced into different parts of Samuel's body in one go. After that, Morgan was drenched in sweat, but 

she didn't dare to stop. She 

was clearly 

A Golden Bug! 

that knew a little about bug were here, he would definitely turn 

was known as the 

lot of people dreamed 

from the color of this one, it had lived for at least 

the Golden Bug was 

covered by some frost as well, and with a flash 

kowtowed. She then kept 

needles. And 

however, did not move. 

that exuded turned red. And only 

opened his eyes, his eyes cold 



Samuel, you are 

Morgan said with excitement. 

next moment, Samuel quickly got up and grabbed 

"Mr. Samuel...!" 

was almost off the 

Samuel turned a blind eye to it. The killing 

"How dare you!" 

claw made of steel. Threads of blood seeped out, dyeing Samuel's 

killing intents. The air in the whole room seemed to 

still darkened his face with his eyes scarlet. It seemed that he was standing on the summit of a hill 

I'm here 

Morgan hurried to explain. 

would really be killed if she 

in such a sorry state. Mixed feelings seized her, but 

had to achieve it no 

snorted and suddenly burst into 

appeared to be cold 

with his scarlet eyes, he made people tremble in fear. His smile was like that of a devil, or the 

felt that even swallow was 

added, "It was not me 

eyes and 

shifted. But she didn't dare to make a sound. She hurried to get up and kneel down by the side. She 

appeared to be so humble that 

He appeared like she should have 

sat on the bed but frowned in displeasure at the black liquid and the strong 

placed 

ice-cold, and his eyes 

could tell that this 

Then, where was Nicole? 



the killing intent filling the 

"You hurt my beloved?" 

didn't dare. I just invited her 

was drenched in cold 

sweat dripped down her head. Soon a 

didn't answer my question 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1194 Don't You Know Me? 

Morgan stated as she cried and kowtowed. But Samuel just set his eyes on her and said nothing. 

At this moment, his handsome face seemed to have dyed gold. With a flash, it gradually faded away and 

finally recovered. 

He now appeared as usual. 

Leaning against the head of the bed, Samuel seemed to have lost in thought. 

The past of the Harper Town flashed in his mind as an old movie. 

He saw some strangers but acquaintance as well. 

Mr. Shaw was there, too. He looked like a young man at that time. 

Samuel picked up a cup and casually shook it. 

This cup was prepared by Nicole. The water inside was still hot. 

When Samuel shook it, a lot of water splashed out and fell on his hand. It felt warm, just like how Nicole 

impressed him. 

Nicole! 

Samuel's eyes lit up slightly. 

Why was she Mr. Shaw's granddaughter? 

Morgan was confused since Samuel was silent for such a long while. She couldn't help but look up. But a 

cup was immediately hurled towards her. 

She didn't dare to dodge, so she could only endure it. 

The cup sideswiped Morgan's cheek and hit the wall behind her. With a cracking sound, it shattered into 

pieces. 

Morgan swallowed. 

Samuel now appeared to be really strange. She had no idea about whether it had anything to do with 

the Golden Bug. He scared her. 



Samuel's lips curled up as he said indifferently, "You can't tell it to anyone, including Joseph. Do you 

understand?" 

"Yes." 

"Now that you said that I have a Memory Bug in my blood, what about my sons, Joseph and Lucas?" 

Morgan hurried to shake her head. 

"No, the Memory Bug is passed from generation to generation. It only exists in one generation. We will 

pass it to our descendants only when we are dying." 

Samuel sneered. 

His laughter carried infinite mockery. Morgan thought it unpleasant to hear, but she didn't dare to look 

up. 

"Even if the Harper Town is not destroyed by those people, I will find some men to ruin it!" 

Morgan was shocked by his words. 

"Mr. Samuel, you...!" 

"Parents as they are, they did harm to their kids. Now that they only know how to bring disaster to their 

kids except keeping bugs, what do they live for? For such an evil town, even a fire is not enough." 

Samuel stated as he went angry. His cold eyes went scarlet. He did stay motionless, but in Morgan's 

eyes, he bared hiss teeth and showed his claws, wishing he could tear her apart. 

tornado, as if it could tear 

felt herself 

he disliked bugs. But it was the Harpers' mission. They were born with 

the new successor of the Harper Town, but 

"Mr. Samuel, you can't...!" 

"Shut up!" 

blade, piercing through Morgan's 

the needles in his body and hurled them on the 

rose as needles fell 

a 

word means? Have she ever 

He seemed to be asking. But Morgan 

reply. But would 

and the others not to disturb 



Morgan heave a sigh of relief. She realized that 

"Yes." 

and was going to run away. But Samuel 

respectful manner, "Yes. From now on, I 

whatever you want as long as you don't kill her. I want her to be alive, but I can't watch you die. Anyway, 

you are the master of 

Morgan took a tumble. 

that Samuel didn't kill 

why Samuel asked her to continue, he was going to confusing the king of Country F. And that meant he 

was going to do 

Mixed feeling seized Morgan. 

Town knew that what they passed from generation to 

did not dare to 

much about Mr. Shaw. But for Mr. Samuel, she 

let alone her identity as a Harper. 'But Nicole can.' Morgan thought 

ancestors of the Harper 

walked out as Samuel suddenly staggered and fell on the bed. A mouthful of bright red blood sprayed 

onto the bed, especially conspicuous compared with that black 

The new successor? 

He sneered. 

he hated so much was now in 

your son? Even for one second 

a tool, a puppet, and a plot. Even if you felt regretful in the end of your life, 

Town meant to Zama. But because of such a town, his family was destroyed. And he now lived in a 

strange and sorry 

No way! 

another mouthful of blood poured from his 

him anymore. And he didn't feel anywhere hurt, either. But the weakness just 

simply pulled off the sheets and 

living room. 

now. He needs to rest for 



her words, Nicole got up 

needed to 

"Clear off!" 

was dissatisfied with Morgan. If it weren't for Joseph, she might have got a fight 

in a cold voice, "He said that no 

frowned at her 

"I'm his wife." 

no one was allowed 

was the first time that Morgan appeared to be 

hurried to say, "Master, mommy just wants to see daddy. You should not stop 

conveying 

Joseph. She 

Chapter 1195 Who the Hell Is She 

Nicole suddenly felt suffocated. 

"Samuel..." 

Nicole sounded confused and sad. 

Samuel could only see red in front of him. He was filled with the killing intent, as if there was a voice 

shouting in his ears, "Kill her. Kill her!" 

He was filled with rage. Blood seemed to be the only thing that could calm him down. However, that sad 

voice sounded familiar. Hearing the voice was like being touched by someone's soft hands. It felt warm 

and sweet. 

Samuel loosened his grip on Nicole. 

Nicole hurriedly struggled away and covered her neck as she coughed. She stared at Samuel with her 

beautiful eyes. 

Something was wrong with him! 

His eyes were wandering, and they were scarlet. It seemed that Samuel had fallen into a nightmare. 

His breaths were also somewhat messy as he became more and more aggressive. It was as if he was 

going to destroy the whole room. 

"Samuel, wake up! I am your wife, Nicole! Wake up!" 

Nicole shouted. 

Samuel frowned. He seemed to be in deep thought, but also at a loss. 



Although Nicole did not know what was going on with Samuel, she could endure no more. 

She quickly stepped forward and slapped Samuel in the face. 

"Wake up!" 

"You're dead!" 

Samuel suddenly grabbed Nicole's hand. Just as he was about to break it forcefully, a sparkling tear 

dropped on the back of his hand. 

"Are you crazy? Do you want to kill me? Samuel, you fucking bastard! Do it! Kill me now!" 

As she spoke, Nicole took a step forward. She even stretched out her neck. 

"Do it! Come on, do it!" 

Samuel was somewhat dazed by Nicole's angry curses. He seemed to have remembered something. His 

eyes gradually became clear as he saw Nicole crying in front of him. 

Perhaps it was because she was angry, or perhaps it was because she was sad, Nicole wiped her tears 

with her free hand. Seeing this, Samuel turned up the corners of his lips. 

With Nicole's hand in his palm, Samuel pulled her into his arms. 

Nicole was instantly surrounded by Samuel's familiar and cold scent. 

"Let go of me, you bastard! Aren't you going to choke me to death? What's the point of hugging me 

now? Bastard!" 

Nicole hit Samuel on the chest. 

Samuel smiled even more. 

"Stop it, darling. Your hand will hurt." 

To Samuel, Nicole was not hitting him, but tickling him. Seeing that she was tired, and that her face had 

turned a little red, Samuel said to Nicole gently. 

Nicole felt extremely wronged. 

She was so worried about Samuel before entering the room. To her surprise, after she went in, Samuel 

almost strangled her to death as if he had gone crazy. 

didn't know why, but she 

of this, Nicole suddenly bit somewhere on 

and pain instantly 

He felt really good. 

looked at the little woman in his arms. His 

"Where are you biting?" 



Samuel's chest, only to realize that she 

instantly blushed. She 

She was angry, okay? 

not trying to turn Samuel 

Samuel away and turned around to leave. However, Samuel put his arms around 

lost! Don't touch 

but before she could get up, Samuel directly pressed her down on 

messing around. Let's rest for a while. 

but he managed to stop 

It was true. 

Samuel was poisoned! 

had the antidote. However, Samuel 

heart skipped a beat. She asked, 

just a little exhausted. Let me rest for a while. 

saying that, Samuel directly rolled over and lay down. His arms were still around Nicole. Obviously, 

even breathing. It seemed 

was milky-white. Even his lips were pale. She 

Morgan said that the poison was cured. However, Samuel said that he was fine now. Maybe the 

antidote 

was going on with the violent Samuel a 

couldn't figure 

Otherwise, we can do something 

supposed to be asleep, suddenly spoke. Nicole was 

pretending to 

kept staring at me. 

Nicole that her inquiring gaze was 

his best to restrain himself, because he knew that the woman beside him was the one 

never allow anyone to hurt 

looked at Samuel just now. 



time today. Now, she was surrounded with Samuel's familiar aura, and was completely 

an hour later, Samuel suddenly 

that he could break open his 

simply too 

to get up, he 

All his killing intent and anger suddenly vanished 

face. Then, he slowly pulled out 

door, he found that 

Morgan, he did not make things 

Nicole hadn't come out for 

"Daddy!" 

sound of the door, he suddenly raised his head and saw Samuel. Joseph noticed that Samuel was better 

now, and he 

eyes were very 

glanced at Joseph and 

some mosquito repellents. We'll set off 

suddenly realizing that Samuel was talking to him. 

he move. He only asked in a low voice, "Samuel, are 

"Yeah." 

Samuel walked over. 

was serious and humble, and Lucas was truly shocked for a 

"What is she...?" 

"Ignore her." 

of disgust flashed through Samuel's 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1196 I Know How I Should Treat My Wife 

As if knowing what's on Lucas' mind, Samuel flicked Lucas on the forehead and said, "No matter what I 

become, I am still your father." 

Lucas rubbed where he was flicked and said dejectedly, "Why can't you give up the habit of flicking?" 

Samuel smiled slightly, exuding a warm aura. 



"How is Mommy doing?" 

Lucas asked worriedly. 

Samuel glanced at him and whispered, "She is my wife. I'd never hurt her." 

However, he couldn't help recalling that he had almost throttled Nicole to death when she had entered 

the room. 

He looked around to evade Lucas' gaze, feeling somewhat guilty. 

Lucas did not notice Samuel's strange behavior and muttered, "Don't be so sure. Who knows what you 

will do to Mommy?" 

"Shut up!" 

Samuel frowned, bringing pressure that could not be challenged. Lucas was stunned. 

"Samuel, I don't like the way you are now." 

Lucas spoke bluntly, not afraid of offending Samuel at all. 

Samuel was surprised. 

"What are you talking about?" 

"I don't like the way you are now. You make me feel that you are not the person I knew. You are lofty, 

evil and indescribably strange. You are so different now. I don't like the new you." 

Lucas spoke with dignity, showing no sign of being afraid. 

Samuel was dazed by this. 

Lucas disliked him? 

What was he like in the past? 

He was tolerant, indifferent, mild on the outside and wild on the inside, and scheming. 

These words were synonymous with him. 

But was he different now? 

He just became less tolerant. 

Some hostility filled his heart, which was hard to get rid of. Everyone and everything around irritated 

him. He wanted to explode, to fight and to kill! 

The last thought stroke Samuel, stunning him. 

Why would he feel this way? 

Could it be...? 

Samuel's eyes darkened. 

don't disturb your mom. If she asks, tell her that 



then rose to go, but felt 

he saw that it was Lucas. "Samuel, no matter 

Inexplicable pain and sadness 

"Of course." 

familiar expression somehow eased 

"OK. Go to work." 

loosened 

that he was still him — the Samuel he 

around, Samuel's 

It was Morgan's doing! 

quickly went upstairs 

a call from Samuel. 

"Mr. Green!" 

have a surge of hostility in me, and I have no control over it. Morgan, are 

feeling that 

bugs of our town. Everyone who has a bug in his or her body will be controlled by you, and must follow 

your orders. This is a privilege of the master of our town. And the Golden Bug could cure rare poisons. 

This bug is somewhat strong and may not completely fit into your body yet. This may be the reason why 

you suffered from some changes. Also, the bug was buried in the ancestral hall of the Harper Town. 

Perhaps it was influenced by the resentment of the 

the bugs in your bodies, I'm not interested, and I have no intention of using them. You'd better think of 

a way to get this bullshit 

Samuel hung 

care about the resentment of the ancestors or controlling 

put it bluntly, they were just trying to use him for the 

she wanted him to deal with the three great families and 

look 

He felt that the hostility in his heart was becoming more 

He called Blair. 

restless, is 

paused before asking, "Who 



I was set 

Samuel told Blair everything. 

thing, 

has a lot 

crap. Is there any medicine 

Samuel's irritable aura resurfaced. 

health to take too many pills. See if your family has warm jade. You can take 

trip with my family. It's been set. The children are looking forward to it. They'll be disappointed 

up after 

Warm jade? 

Jade? 

vaguely remembered that there was 

this, Samuel decided to go to the warehouse 

reject him. He carried Zoe into the room, 

door into the warehouse was opened, 

We have so many good things! How much are these 

We have plenty of money. This is no big deal. If you like, when you start 

lips twitched and he said disdainfully, "Samuel, you're so cocky. The old you are 

he finished speaking, Samuel flicked on his 

shit! Samuel, if you do this again, I swear I will 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1197 Anywhere is Paradise to Me When I'm With You 

As soon as Samuel said that, Edwin instantly became solemn. Meanwhile, Nicole looked amazed at 

Samuel and felt that Samuel's voice was murderous. 

Was it an illusion? 

Nicole didn't dare to say anything. She remembered what Samuel looked like in front of her not long 

ago. He seemed to be delirious back then, but how about now? 

Nicole looked at Samuel again. When she found that he did not seem to get a clouded mind at all, with 

his eyes clear, she could not help but frown. 

Edwin paused for a second and spoke indifferently when he looked at Samuel. 



"It's a military operation. You should know that we all have a confidentiality agreement. I can't tell 

anyone about it." 

"Oh, that's right. There's a confidentiality agreement." 

Then Samuel smiled evilly and Nicole was agitated. 

Samuel didn't smile like that before. However, he was enchanting with that smile. 

Nicole stepped forward right away, held Samuel's arm, and said, "Why did you ask about the Harper 

Town all of a sudden?" 

"Nothing. It crossed my mind. I just wondered. Besides, Emory is still under investigation. I'm afraid it 

has something to do with that, so I asked." 

Samuel's words made sense. 

Edwin glanced at Samuel. He felt that Samuel did look murderous, but now Samuel didn't look like that 

anymore. 

Edwin might get it wrong. 

Edwin recovered his calmness and said, "Where are you going to travel? Have you decided yet?" 

"Not yet. We just want to get around." 

Samuel answered gently and looked completely different from what he looked like when he asked that 

question. 

Nicole was afraid that Samuel would look fierce again, held his arm at once, and said, "I get some 

clothes ready. Come in and see if what else you need to take with you." 

Samuel looked at Nicole and smiled. Without saying anything, he followed Nicole into the bedroom. 

As soon as Samuel entered the bedroom, Nicole closed the door, looked at him with feigned anger, and 

said, "You freaked me out. You looked horrible when you questioned my grandfather. And you looked 

like you wanted to kill him." 

"What would you do if I really wanted to kill him?" 

Samuel stretched out his hand and put her hair behind her ears. His eyes grew tender. 

Nicole was terrified. 

"What do you mean? Are you really going to do something to my grandfather? Samuel, is something 

wrong with you? I feel like you've become a different person since Morgan detoxified you, especially in 

front of my grandfather. Do you want to avenge the Harper Town?" 

Nicole asked bluntly. 

Samuel was surprised this time. 

but he didn't expect her to be even so sensitive and attentive. Samuel couldn't help asking Edwin just 

now, but Nicole came up with considerable 



the back of her head and 

but she failed. Not long after the kiss, 

Nicole realized it, she was lying in 

scent and a trace 

my attention. Samuel, give me 

that, Nicole 

smiled, stretched out his long arms around Nicole. He whispered, "You look really seductive 

"You, scram!" 

and struck him. Samuel 

a long time since he 

Nicole was stunned. 

extended his finger and tapped her forehead. "Rest assured. I'm fine. Morgan just put a Golden Bug in 

my body when 

"What?" 

upright straight 

neck to 

I refused, 

Memory 

remained silent for 

How could that be? 

simply 

make their children live well, but what about her? Zama even plotted against you before she died. 

Samuel, I can't 

"Alright." 

her angry voice stopped 

"What?" 

turned into ashes. It's impossible to do that. However, you 

at him, not knowing 

Scatter the ashes? 

That was so terrible. 



hate Zama 

hand and pondered for a moment before saying, "Why don't we just stay indoors for the time being? Go 

to Blair to see if he can remove the Golden Bug 

Bug is harmless and has many benefits. I'm moody 

held Nicole's hand and lay flat on the bed. He looked at the ceiling and whispered, "People in the Harper 

Town put the Memory Bugs in their descendants because they wanted them to experience the massacre 

and see clearly how their clansmen were killed. They will feel the anger and hatred much more deeply in 

that way rather than by word of mouth. Besides, Memory Bug should 

should 

was clouded and would be 

up for 

was quite pleased to 

what I want to do or what I hate to do. Even with their ancestors' resentment and evilness, no one can 

force me to do anything. The first thing 

what Samuel 

As for revenge? 

Forget it. 

with Nicole and 

didn't lose his mind and wouldn't insist on getting involved in the grudges of the 

Samuel's words, Nicole 

arms and whispered, "You 

you think I'm controlled by the bug and want 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1198 Just Trying to Tease Her 

Nicole noticed the change in Samuel's gaze, and she immediately threw herself into his arms bashfully. 

She whispered, "Don't … don't stare at me. It's embarrassing." 

Samuel smiled with a sense of tenderness dawning in his eyes. 

"My silly girl." 

She was such a silly girl. 

Endowed with favorable conditions, she would definitely have been happier, if she had fallen in love 

with an ordinary man. However, she had chosen Samuel, a man with an embarrassing identity and 

endless trivialities. Samuel was aware that the affections Nicole held for him was well worth treasuring. 



This was not the first time Nicole had heard these three words from Samuel. 

All along, everyone thought that she was silly and persistent, but if Samuel treated her badly, how could 

she hold on to their relationship? 

However tough the future would be, she was never afraid. Instead, what she truly feared was that 

Samuel stopped loving her. As long as he remained faithful to her, she had nothing to fear, no matter 

what was ahead of her. 

Thinking of this, Nicole tightly hugged his waist and whispered, "Samuel, we will always be happy 

together, right?" 

"Sure. We will." 

Samuel could feel Nicole's uneasiness. 

Perhaps it was his current situation that unsettled Nicole, or perhaps it was the truth behind the Harper 

Town that scared her. But no matter what it was, as long as it hindered their relationship, Samuel would 

not allow it. 

If the truth behind the Harper Town was the cause, he could just give up digging into it. Nobody and 

nothing could force him to do what he was not willing to do. Never could those old stuff or Golden Bug 

manipulate him. 

A trace of coldness flashed in Samuel's eyes. 

The positive answer put a smile on her face. 

What she wanted from him had always been so simple. 

Samuel said softly, "Why don't we go to the Valence City?" 

"Valence? Where is it?" 

Nicole looked up with a trace of doubt in her eyes. 

Samuel smiled faintly, and then he lifted Nicole and put her down on his lap. 

Nicole subconsciously put her arms around his neck, but she felt that this posture was a little flirtatious. 

Before she could get off Samuel's lap, Samuel stopped her. 

"Don't move. Any move is flirting. You know, I can't take it." 

Nicole's face reddened. 

"I, I didn't flirt with you. It's the posture's fault." 

There was a hint of shyness in her voice, making Samuel even more delighted. 

"You don't like it? I think it's good." 

"Samuel, we have been married for years, you know. What if the children see us...?" 

"This is our bedroom. The children won't break in." 



Samuel loved what she was like right now. 

so many years, not only did her love for him remain the same as before, but even her shy expression did 

not change much. She was always like a mimosa, making him involuntarily want 

turned 

inappropriate. The 

"Let them wait." 

Samuel finished speaking, he suddenly kissed her and groped around in her mouth with his tongue 

aggressively. An alluring expression appeared on his face. All of these 

him away, but she failed. So she could only let Samuel take whatever 

was out of breath, Samuel 

"Breathe." 

found it a little 

This woman was really... 

desire inside him was burning, but if he really made 

tried his best to suppress his desire and said in a hoarse voice, "You can go down 

have a cool shower in 

something now when Samuel wanted to take a bath alone. She said it, without 

you suggesting we should take 

Hearing this, Nicole flushed. 

"I didn't say that." 

Samuel's lap, feeling a bit shy and 

married for years, but Samuel still desired her, like a teenage boy. This filled Nicole with 

was not 

I'm fine. I promise I won't lock the door this time. You can come in at 

this, Nicole was embarrassed 

that. I... 

feet and ran out, 

she didn't mean 

was just trying to tease 

up and went 



still a little red and hot. The children had packed their 

thoughtful when seeing Nicole 

I have something to tell 

and 

"Okay." 

and followed him into 

no clue what he was thinking, and 

so no matter how Samuel thought of Edwin, she would always mediate and would never let anything 

unpleasant happen 

"Grandpa, what is it?" 

Nicole broke the silence. 

Edwin had misgivings. Samuel had changed so much and didn't even 

paused for a moment and looked at Nicole 

to Samuel? I feel he 

is suffering from neuralgia. Morgan came and treated him. She might 

Morgan a 

good impression of Morgan at all right 

was like now. Although she had saved Samuel's life in 

about the scheme from 

did not want to take it as a 

words, Edwin squinted a 

Morgan from 

didn't know or pay attention to it 

of other things as long as he caught a clue. After all, he 

nodded without hiding 

it. Regardless of the truth behind the Harper Town, as long as she was 

she didn't care. The last thing she wanted 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1199 Congratulate Me, Darling 



Samuel took a look. It was Blair. He thought that Blair called due to the bugs in his body, so he answered 

it in a casual tone. 

"What? You still want to use me for research? Do you expect to examine the structure of the bug?" 

Samuel's tone slightly stunned Blair. 

When Samuel came to him, he wasn't so calm. He had mania as if he would kill someone. Now, he had 

changed so much. 

Who helped him? 

Nicole? 

Blair assumed it was because of Nicole. Seeing that Samuel's mood was stable, he whispered, "Aren't 

you going on a trip?" 

"Right. You want to join us?" 

Samuel did not think that Blair would make a phone call just to chat with him. His relaxed expression 

gradually disappeared. He looked at Nicole and the children standing beside him. It was impossible for 

him to answer the phone without them hearing it. 

Blair was stunned. 

Not long ago, Samuel said that he wanted to take his family on a trip and didn't want anyone else to 

join. Since Samuel asked if he wanted to go, his wife and children were possibly by his side. 

As Samuel's good friend, Blair quickly understood what he meant. He whispered, "Hurry up and leave, 

otherwise you won't be able to leave for the time being." 

Samuel frowned slightly. 

Not be able to leave? 

What did he mean? 

Who would dare to stop him from leaving? 

Samuel looked around and did not see Edwin. His beautiful eyes narrowed. 

"Where's Edwin?" 

Samuel asked, seemingly casually. 

Nicole was slightly stunned and said, "He just went out with Steve, and asked me about the Harper 

Town. I said that Morgan was from there." 

Nicole did not hide this from Samuel. 

Samuel immediately understood something. 

Edwin may have gone there. 



Blair may have heard some news, so Samuel immediately said to Blair, "Got it. Don't bother to see me 

apart. Take good care of your wife. Don't forget to treat me after you have a child." 

"Got it. Hurry up and leave." 

Then Blair hung up the phone. 

Samuel pondered for a moment. 

Emory had been taken into custody. Would he also be investigated because of his time in the Harper 

Town? 

Once he was investigated, he would have no control over the situation. 

This was the first time Samuel did not want to follow the rules. 

Blair called him at this particular time. Obviously, Blair did not want him to stay and be investigated. 

He wasn't clear about what was going on. But since Blair called, it meant that the matter was a little 

tricky. 

Looking at his wife and children beside him, Samuel suddenly raised the corner of his lips His smile was 

so evil that he looked like Asura. 

Nicole felt shocked. 

"What's wrong with you?" 

held Samuel's hand tightly, afraid that Samuel didn't recognize her 

smiled and said, "Nothing. 

decided where 

"Anywhere will be fine." 

old him who would plan before any 

slightly and whispered, "Daddy, I want to go to the Harper 

"Zoe." 

Zoe and Nash had made, but it 

never spoken to her so seriously before, Zoe immediately felt a 

were in a stalemate, Samuel bent over and held Zoe in his arms. He smiled and said, "We will go there 

after visiting somewhere else. Don't worry, 

looked at Samuel again and said embarrassedly after seeing his clear eyes, 

are thoughtful. Zoe, you can do anything for your friends, but 

"I won't." 

was a 



and he couldn't explain to her clearly. He just smiled and tapped 

"Alright." 

an inexplicable trust 

your things 

Zoe. He turned around and held Nicole's hand, while instructing 

Lucas pursed his lips. 

Was he serious? 

didn't take things but 

Didn't he feel ashamed? 

said, "Can't you tell the servant to take the things? Aren't you 

Lucas was defeated. 

his lips 

with his warm and 

It was so good. 

carried the things into the 

wife and children went into the car, Samuel called 

everything about the group in the Seapolis City to 

you taking 

He thought that Samuel would 

"You stay here." 

change, but Ernesto somehow recognized 

"Alright, Mr. Green." 

felt that 

driving the car but they weren't 

we going to 

outside 

"Don't you feel that a person was missing 

"Who?" 

"Olivia." 



suddenly 

didn't know what it had to do with Olivia, but her surprised expression still looked funny 

smiled and said, "We'll pick up Olivia and Jacob. They are going on a trip 

"What?" 

Nicole was completely stunned. 

if she would return. At that time, Olivia did not give her a clear answer. However, Olivia sent a message 

of wishing her a happy New Year. She said she would not be able to return currently and Nicole didn't 

need 

up Olivia and Jacob. Did 

Olivia didn't 

a 

morning. They may have settled their matter by 

"What?" 

she was an idiot today. Why 

Chapter 1200 They Underestimate Him 

There was mocking in Samuel's cold eyes. 

"Do I have a choice?" 

It made Jacob very sad. 

"Mr. Green, I will listen to you. No matter what decision you make, I will follow you. I will not regret it." 

Jacob looked firm. 

Samuel snatched Jacob from the jaws of death, so Jacob would not regret taking risks for Samuel. 

However, Samuel patted Jacob's shoulder. "Don't be silly. Jacob, you've got a family. Think about Olivia 

and your futures. You should keep her safe." 

"But Mr. Green, I also want to protect you." 

Tears gathered in Jacob's eyes. 

If it wasn't for Samuel, Jacob would never have such a good life and happy marriage. 

However, Samuel shook his head. "No one will protect me forever. Only my wife and children could 

make it. So, Jacob, you can leave after this. You've got enough money to support your family. I know 

that Olivia and Nicole are good friends. But if we can't solve the problem, I won't contact you guys for a 

while. I will leave Nicole's company to Daisy, so that you don't have to worry about Olivia's career. You 

just live a good life, and that's very helpful to Nicole and me." 

Jacob's eyes were so red that he almost cried. 



"Mr. Green, you leave the Seapolis City in a hurry. And you even leave all your properties to Ernesto. I 

know you must get into trouble. I won't leave you now. I can't be that ungrateful." 

But Samuel held Jacob's hand tightly and whispered, "I did use your connections to get my family out." 

"I can keep protecting you." 

"As I said, you should take good care of Olivia. Jacob, you are a man. And you got to protect your girl. 

Don't let Olivia suffer like Nicole. Olivia is a good girl. Nicole cares much about her. So, you must treat 

Olivia well. Besides, you don't want to spend your honeymoon with us. Don't worry. I will call you after I 

solve the problem. At that time, you must come out with me." 

Samuel smiled. He was so confident that Jacob got a complicated feeling. 

The more dangerous it was, the calmer Samuel became. Jacob had known about this. 

Jacob really wanted to be with Samuel through this whole thing. But nobody could change Samuel's 

mind once Samuel made a decision. 

Jacob nodded in frustration. 

Nicole and Olivia chattered about what had happened recently. They didn't hear what Samuel and Jacob 

had said behind them. 

"I've listened to your new CD. It's really good. Did Michael tell you when you can release the next 

album?" 

entertainment, the more 

designer. But she couldn't always protect Olivia 

was also very excited. She had not expected that she could 

start writing new songs after the New Year. He told 

going to tell everyone that I'm the best friend of 

Olivia laughed 

thinking that we should send them a gift. Your company is doing well. Why 

Olivia were 

take it. Nicole has given 

Olivia refused. 

stunned and couldn't figure 

rarely meddled in her work. He would not 

could take out many things from his family, which could be more valuable than her company. But why 

did Samuel choose 

Was Samuel implying something? 



thought only flashed 

she has her own company. The entertainment industry is very complex. Jacob needs to grow stronger to 

protect you. Daisy is Samuel's subordinate. Let Daisy manage the company for you. Then you might feel 

a little freer to do what you want. I set up the company for you. Now that you're doing really well, it 

many years. So, after Nicole said that, Olivia knew that Nicole insisted on giving her the 

to me as a gift. Do you 

God, I didn't mean 

friends. Just take it. I don't know if Samuel and I are going to return. If we can't make it, you must keep 

the company for me. You 

and she could hear it. 

do you 

am. You've married Jacob, and I know well about him. So, I'm very happy about it. Promise me you'll live 

a good life for the rest of your life, even though 

there were tears 

felt that something was wrong with this trip. She knew that Samuel was hiding something from her. 

Something was happening beneath this false 

he wanted to give Olivia 

removed some 

this, 

long as she could stay with Samuel, she would not be 

nor did she hear any rumors. Hearing Nicole's words, Olivia felt uneasy. But she realized something at 

the same 

when Olivia just cried and 

so much trouble just because she married Samuel. Then something happened, and Olivia went into the 

entertainment industry. Until then, Olivia 

wealthy family was consisted of scheming and 

not a great help to Nicole now, but she was confident that she could catch up. If Nicole was destined for 

a twisting mile of thorn, Olivia could be her armor 

best friends forever. The short separation led them to 

She hugged Nicole tightly and then 

take the gift," Olivia said with 

"Alright." 


